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The Family Tree

Words and Music by Kipp, Mark, Michael and Pat Lennon
Arranged by Frank de Vreeze
Original Key

soft and tenderly \( \textit{q = 140} \)

Piano Solo

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{A:} & \quad E_b/g & A_b & E_b/g & A_b & E_b/g & B_b7 & E_b \\
\text{B:} & \quad E_b & G_m & A_b & E_b & A_b & E_b & E_b \\
\text{P.S.A.:} & \quad E_b & B_b & E_b & G_m & A_b & E_b & A_b & E_b \\
\end{align*}
\]

T 

Bran-ches in-th the wind,— still stan-ding here to-get-her, one more storm to weath-er will get

through with yet. So we ga-thered here,— hold-ing on to each-oth-er,— to let go of s-no-
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S

flow, may it always comfort us to know, The family tree will always grow.

A

flow, may it always comfort us to know, The family tree will always grow.

T

flow, may it always comfort us to know, The family tree will always grow.

B

flow, may it always comfort us to know, The family tree will always grow.

P.S.A.

E\b /g

D

S

A

T

B

P.S.A.
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P.S.A.

say good-bye, one of our own.

P.S.A.

ones we miss.

P.S.A.

And when we say good-bye to one of our own.

P.S.A.

B: A\textsuperscript{♯}\textsubscript{7}\ A\textsubscript{♭} E\textsubscript{♭} C\textsubscript{m} B\textsuperscript{♭} A\textsuperscript{♭} E\textsuperscript{♭} A\textsuperscript{♭}

P.S.A.

say good-bye, one of our own.

P.S.A.

B: A\textsuperscript{♭}\ A\textsubscript{♭} E\textsubscript{♭} C\textsubscript{m} B\textsuperscript{♭} A\textsuperscript{♭} E\textsuperscript{♭} A\textsuperscript{♭}

P.S.A.

P.S.A.

ly but we're not alone.

P.S.A.

ly but we're not alone.

P.S.A.

ly but we're not alone.

P.S.A.

ly but we're not alone.

P.S.A.

P.S.A.
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The family tree will always grow.

\[ F \quad Bb7 \quad Eb/g \quad A\flat \quad Ev/g \]
soft and tenderly  \( \frac{J}{J} = 140 \)

A

Branches in the wind, still standing here together,

B

one more storm to weather will get through with yet. So we gathered here,

T

holding on to each other, to let go of another one we won’t for-

C

say good-bye, one of our own.

S

say good-bye, one of our own.

A

say good-bye, one of our own.

T

get. Now as we say good-bye, to one of our own.

B

say good-bye, one of our own.
Father down to son, mother to daughter, thicker than water

Mother to daughter, thicker than water

From the earth we rise, from the earth we rise, keep a candle burning for the ones we

To the earth return, keep a candle burning for the ones we
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The family tree will always grow.

Stronger than the wind can blow

The family tree will always grow.

Stronger than the wind can blow

The family tree will always grow.
The Family Tree

Words and Music by Kipp, Mark, Michael and Pat Lennon
Arranged by Frank de Vreeze
Original Key
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soft and tenderly \( \frac{\dot{\text{r}}}{\text{r}} = 140 \)

Branches in the wind, still standing here together, one more storm to weather will get through with yet.

So we gathered here, holding on to each other, to let go of another one we won’t forget. Now as we say goodbye, to one of our own.

We may be lonely but we’re not alone. Though the leaves will
Though the leaves will fall, and the tears will flow,

may it always comfort us to know. The family tree will always grow.

Stronger than the wind can blow.

The family tree will always grow.
The Family Tree
- Venice -

Words and Music by Kipp, Mark, Michael and Pat Lennon
Arranged by Frank de Vreeze
Original Key

Lyrics

A
Branches in the wind, still standing here together
One more storm to weather, we'll get through it yet
So we're gathered here, holding on to each other
To let go of another one we won't forget

C
Now as we say goodbye, to one of our own
We may be lonely, but we're not alone
Though the leaves will fall, and the tears will flow
May it always comfort us to know
The family tree will always grow

D
E
Father down to son, mother to daughter
Thicker than water, we are made of this From the earth we rise, to the earth returning
We keep a candle burning for the ones we miss

F
And when we say goodbye, to one of our own
We may be lonely, but we're not alone
Though the leaves will fall, and the tears will flow
May it always comfort us to know, the family tree will always grow

G
Stronger than the wind can blow
The family tree will always grow

H